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THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon

$5 ORIGINAL SERIES AND SERIES OF 1875 BLACK
CHARTER NOTES AND NEW INSIGHTS ON

DATES AND SIGNATURES ON FIRST CHARTER NOTES
by

Peter Huntoon
William Raymond

John Hickman

Figure 1. Series of 18 75 black charter note from Boyerlown, Pennsylvania, from the Amon
Carter Collection.

The subject of this article is the fascinating black charter variety found on First Charter
$5 notes from a few banks. The distinguishing feature on these notes are two bold charter
numbers, which were engraved directly on the face plates rather than overprinted in red
ink.

This article will

1. list every black charter occurrence that can be verified from our survey of the proofs
in the Smithsonian Institution;

2. examine the conventions used to date the plates;
3. examine the conventions that determined the treasury signatures on the plates; and
4. provide data on known specimens now in collections.

Our research sheds significant light on the age old question regarding the significance of
plate dates and plate signatures on First Charter notes. Our findings, presented here, are
of necessity restricted to the black charter period between 1873 and 1894, but have general
applicability to First Charter plates made during the transition period from the Original
Series to the Series of 1875.
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BACKGROUND

T he sorting of redeemed National Bank notes was such a
problem by 1873, the Comptroller of the Currency re-
quested the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to add

charter numbers at the same time the treasury seal and treasury
serial numbers were overprinted on the notes. Consequently,
Original Series notes were overprinted with bold, red charter
numbers beginning in late 1873. At that time, all the other
printing operations, including overprinting of bank serial
numbers, were carried out by the private bank note companies
(Dillistin, 1956, p. 7). The addition of charter numbers on Na-
tional Bank notes was soon formalized by a requirement to do
so in the National Currency Act of June 20, 1874 (Dillistin,
1956, p. 20).

In what appears to be an experiment, the Continental Bank
Note Company was requested to engrave the charter numbers
on new $5 face plates—a practice which was confined to plates
dated between Nov. 15, 1873, and May 15, 1874. The concept
of engraved charter numbers was rejected, and it was aban-
doned. However, those banks with the variety continued to
issue notes printed from black charter plates until their First
Charters expired, even in cases where additional plates were
prepared later in the series. We can find no evidence that the
black charter experiment extended to other denominations, all
of which were produced from plates made by other private
bank note companies at the time, or to $5 plates that were
already in use.

The curious black charter variety has been discovered by
collectors on First Charter notes from seven banks. These
banks include charters 1830, 2129, 2130, 2132, 2137, 2138 and
2141. See Table 1. Those interested in such notes had observed
the following:

1. the plates are dated between 1873 and 1874;
2. the treasury signatures on Series of 1875 varieties exhibit

no pattern; and
3. all $5 First Charter notes known from these banks are of

the black charter variety regardless of when they were
printed.

OUR COOPERATIVE STUDY

John Hickman is well known as a collector of data pertain-
ing to nationals, black charter varieties being no exception. All
the data in Table 3 are from Hickman.

In the summer of 1982 both William Raymond and I (Hun-
toon) were working together in Washington, D.C., but re-
searching our separate interests. I had made arrangements
months in advance to view a couple of Series of 1875 specimen
sheets at the Smithsonian so Raymond tagged along. That ef-
fort took little time so the curator asked if there was anything
else he could show us in the limited time remaining. At this
point Raymond answered, "Yes, I would like very much to see
the 5-5-5-5 Series of 1875 sheet on the First National Bank of
Houston, Texas (1644)." Raymond's request really caught me
off guard. He isn't particularly interested in Texas and if he
was going to go after something exotic, why not a Texas
deuce? The sheet was soon before us and in disbelief I spotted
the black charter numbers. Raymond was clearly very pleased
with himself! I badgered him for a couple of days to discover
just how he picked that maverick out of his hat—it did not fall
in the familiar 2100 range. He would just grin and say I would
never figure it out. His challenge gnawed at me for a year.

During that year I figured out that the plate dates were the
key to this mystery but I had no idea how to make that infor-
mation work for me. Bill did not go to Washington with me
this past summer so I couldn't pry more hints from him.
However, as I worked with the Comptroller ledgers in the Na-
tional Archives, I discovered that some of the early records
showed plate dates. I stopped what 1 was doing and intensively
began to seek out the 1873-4 vintage $5 records and sure
enough, I found the 1830 Minneapolis entry mixed amongst
the 2100 vintage charters. Then I discovered the 1644 Houston
entry! Convinced I was onto Raymond's system, I next ab-
stracted everything between August 15, 1873, and June 15,
1874. This produced a total of 44 entries for Original Series
5-5-5-5 issues.

The next stop was the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
specimen collection at the Smithsonian. The First Charter
holdings at the Smithsonian are supposed to be limited to the
Series of 1875 issues, which were printed by the Bureau.
Remember that the Original Series notes were produced by the
private bank note companies as were those plates.

The Smithsonian specimens told the whole story. As shown
in Table I, all the black charter $5s were made from plates
dated between November 15, 1873, and May 15, 1874.
Specimens do not exist for four of the banks in Table 1
because those banks did not issue Series of 1875 $5 notes.
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Figure. 2. Bill Raymond's discovery—the fact that First Charter black charter $5s were issued

by the First National Bank of Houston. No issued notes are presently known to exist.
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Table 1. $5 First Charter plates made during the black charter period.

Types listed as unknown are most likely black charter plates.
* - indicates specimens are known from this group of sheets, black charter banks only.

Type of Plate Charter Bank Location Date on Plate
Number of Sheets Issued

Orig	 1875

regular 2120 First NB Chelsea VT Nov.15,1873 2750 6716
black charter 2129 First NB Central City CO Terr. Nov.15,1873 2475 9050*
black charter 2129 First NB Central City CO Feb.	 1, 1890 55
black charter 2130 First NB Red Oak IA Nov.15,1873 2875* 7092*
black charter 1644 First NB Houston TX Jan. 15, 1874 1500 202
unknown 2131 Green Lane NB Green Lane PA Jan. 15, 1874 4500
black charter 2132 Kellogg NB Green Bay WI Jan. 15, 1874 2250 4090*
unknown 2133 First NB De Pere WI Feb. 20, 1874 1785 --

unknown 2134 Peoples NB Pueblo CO Terr. Feb. 20, 1874 1125
black charter 2135 Commercial NB Charlotte NC Feb. 25, 1874 1450 3362
regular 2136 Merchants NB Binghampton NY Mar.20, 1874 3625 16475
black charter 2137 NB Boyertown PA Mar.20, 1874 2125 7907*
black charter 2138 Rochester NB Rochester NH Mar.20, 1874 2175 6661*
black charter 1830 Merchants NB Minneapolis MN Mar . 25, 1874 5500* 4350
regular 2139 City NB Williamsport PA Apr.15,1874 1625 3250
unknown 2140 First NB Golden CO Terr. Apr. 15, 1874 1475 --
black charter 2141 NB Pontiac IL May 15, 1874 3250 4509*
black charter 2142 NB Schwenksville PA May 15, 1874 1750 1300

NEW DISCOVERIES

We have positive proof that the following unreported banks
issued black charter $5s: Houston, Texas (1644), Charlotte,
North Carolina (2135), and Schwenksville, Pennsylvania
(2142). An unexpected find was that Central City, Colorado
(2129) state notes were also black charter varieties. It is very

likely that Original Series only banks, Green Lane,
Pennsylvania (2131), De Pere, Wisconsin (2133), Pueblo,
Colorado Territory (2134) and Golden, Colorado Territory
(2140), also issued them.

ott: IMMOVED 	ir741dillt0751'=-

Figure 3. Proof specimen from a previously unknown black charter bank. This specimen is
from an original Series plate prepared for the bank by the Continental Bank Note Company.
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Figure 4. Series of 1875 black charter specimen from Schwenksville, Pennsylvania. This was

printed from an Original Series plate originally prepared by the Continental Bank Note Com-
pany (same plate used to print the note shown in Figure 3) which was altered by the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing into a Series of 1875 plate. Alterations consisted of (I) changing the

signatures and (2) adding the Bureau –printed at... "logo. Notice that the plate date and plate

letters were left unchanged.

ORIGINAL SERIES INNOVATION

One major break was the discovery of the Schwenksville
variety, previously unknown. The best part was that there were
two proofs from this bank, both from the A-B-C-D positions.
Hurried examination confirmed that one was an Original
Series print, and the other a Series of 1875 print. Obviously the
Bureau had made a specimen from the Original Series plate
before they modified it into a Series of 1875 plate! Discovery
of this proof was an unexpected find of major proportions.
Using it and other data, we can now state the following:

1. The black charter experiment was conducted on Original
Series plates at the time the plates were first made. The
black charter numbers were not added later.

2. The Original Series plates were converted into Series of
1875 plates. This was done by (a) changing the treasury
signatures, and (b) adding the "printed at the
Bureau..." logo above the bank title. The plate dates
were not changed, nor was the Continental Bank Note
Company logo removed.

PLATE DATES

The dates engraved on the faces of the first Charter notes
have always been the subject of much speculation and con-
troversy. We can conclude from our studies that the dating
conventions used during the 1873 and later period were as
follows:

1. The date reflects when the plate was authorized to be
made. The date was rounded to a multiple of 5 days such
as May 15, August 10, etc. This 5-day rounding ceased
about 1882—notice that the Central City, Colorado plate
is dated February 1, 1890.

2. Duplicate plates carry the same date as the original plate,
the only things changed were the plate letters, which were
incremented.

3. In cases where the title was changed, the date reflects
when a new plate was authorized, or more typically,
when the previous plate was authorized to be modified to
reflect the change.

4. In cases where a change in title involved the transition
from territory to state, the state plate carries the
statehood date except for Nebraska and Colorado. In the
latter two cases, the plate date reflects when the state
plates were authorized to be modified from the territorial

plates.
5. The date was NOT changed when an Original Series plate

was converted into a Series of 1875 plate.

The Central City issues demonstrate each of these points.
The first plate made for the bank was the A-B-C-D Original
Series 5-5-5-5 ordered soon after the bank was chartered. The
date on it was November 15, 1873, this reflected the date when
the plate was authorized to be made. This date was left un-
touched when the plate was converted by the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing to a Series of 1875 plate.

Next, for some reason, a duplicate territorial plate was
made. The duplicate carries the same date as the first place.

Finally, the Comptroller authorized state notes for the bank
in 1890. To accomplish this, the Bureau converted the second
territorial plate into a state plate; however, the conversion was
not completed until 1893. The date was changed to reflect
when the alteration was authorized, specifically, February 1,
1890. Notice in this peculiar case that the state plate was
authorized fourteen years after statehood, and only three years
prior to the expiration of the First Charter for this bank. In
fact, the state plate was not approved for use until January 17,
1893, just months before the First Charter for the bank ex-
pired. The result was that only fifty five state sheets were
issued from it by the bank.

Important in this example is the fact that the date was unal-
tered between the territorial, Original Series and Series 1875
issues. This is not the case for the treasury signatures as will be
shown next.
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SIGNATURE COMBINATIONS

Believe it or not, there is a system to the treasury signatures
on First Charter notes. The system cannot be predicted unless
you know when the plate was authorized.

Here is how it works. The signatures are simply of those in
office when a particular plate was authorized to be made,
duplicate plates excluded. Signatures on First Charter notes
represent one of the following:

I. signatures current when the first plate of a given combi-
nation was authorized;

2. signatures current when the Original Series plate was
converted into a Series of 1875 plate; and

3. signatures current when a plate was authorized to be
made or altered to account for a title change including a
transition from territorial to state status.

Manufacture of duplicate plates did not trigger a new
signature combination, providing the principal item changed
on the new plate was the standard incrementing of the plate
letters.

For the black charter cases at hand, all the Original Series
plates were made during the Allison-Spinner era and all carry
that combination. This is verified by the Schwenksville proof
impression, and known Original Series notes from 1830 and
2130.

Table 2. Treasury Signature combinations on the Series of 1875
black charter $5 notes.

Charter Location Register Treasurer

1644 Houston, TX Scofield Gilfillan
1830 Minneapolis, MN Allison New
2129 Central City, CO Terr. Allison New
2129 Central City, CO Rosecrans Huston
2130 Red Oak, IA Allison Wyman
2132 Green Bay, WI Allison Gilfillan
2135 Charlotte, NC Allison Gilfillan
2137 Boyertown, PA Allison Wyman
2138 Rochester, NH Allison New
2141 Pontiac, IL Allison Wyman
2142 Schwenksville, PA Rosecrans Jordan

Note: All Original Series black charter $5 notes have the Allison—
Spinner treasury signature combination.

The signature combinations on the Series of 1875 black
charter specimens listed in Table 2 do not appear to make any
sense. However, each coincided with the period during which
the Original Series plates were converted into Series of 1875
plates. If stocks of Original Series $5 notes were large, Series
of 1875 plates were not needed immediately in 1875, and, plate
alterations were delayed. The extreme in the black charter
sample involves Schwenksville. The Original Series plate was
not altered to a Series of 1875 until the 1885-7 period, over ten
years after the Series of 1875 was initiated.

Notice that the engraved dates on the Series of 1875 notes
generally have nothing to do with the signatures providing the
banks were chartered during the Original Series. However, if
the title of a bank changed during the Series of 1875, both the
engraved date and signatures on the new plate would once
again coincide. For banks chartered during the Series of 1875
period the dates and signatures reflect only when the plates
were authorized to be made, not necessarily when the bank
was chartered.

HOUSTON AND MINNEAPOLIS

With the exception of Houston (1644) and Minneapolis
(1830), all the black charter $5s occur between charters 2129
and 2142. Anyone could have scanned the Smithsonian
specimens in the 2100 range and discovered most of the entries
in Table 1. Raymond's genius was discovering the pattern in
the Comptroller of the Currency records, which explained the
Minneapolis (1830) occurrence—known from a surviving
specimen—and his discovery of the unexpected Houston
(1644). Once he deduced that the variety was related to the
period during which the plates were made, both the 1830 and
1644 made sense.

The Houston variety came about because the First National
Bank of Houston decided to issue $5 notes in addition to its
$10, $20, $50 and $100 issues already in circulation. It was just
chance and good luck that the 5-5-5-5 plate was prepared dur-
ing the black charter experiment. We hope that one of these
notes will turn up eventually.

The Minneapolis variety resulted from a change in the bank
title on January 8, 1874, from the First National Bank of Saint
Anthony to the Merchants National Bank of Minneapolis.
Luckily the new 5-5-5-5 plate for the bank was made during
the latter part of the black charter experiment.

CENTRAL CITY, COLORADO

Figure 5. Series of 1875 black charter territorial plate for Central City altered by the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing from an Original Series Continental Bank Note Company plate. The
treasury signatures were changed from Allison-Spinner and the Bureau logo was added during
the alteration. The plate date and plate letters were left unchanged.
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Figure 6. Duplicate Central City territorial plate which was made after statehood by the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing. Notice the plate is identical to its predecessor shown on
Figure 5 except the Continental Bank Note Company logo was removed and the plate letters
were incremented. The missing bank note company logo on Series of 18 75 notes reveals that
those otes were printed from plates made by the Bureau.
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Figure 7. Previously unknown Central City slate black charter variety. This specimen was
printed from the same plate prepared by the Bureau and used to print the territorial note shown
on Figure 6. That territorial plate was altered-14 years after statehood—by changing the plate
date and treasury signatures. Notice that the plate letters were left unchanged. The plate dale
reflects when the plate was altered as do the treasury signatures.

Two interesting facts surround the Central City, Colorado
(2129) issues. First, we know from notes that two Series of
1875 territorial plates were made for this bank. Second, is the
new discovery that when they finally authorized the modifica-
tion of the second territorial plate into a state plate in 1890, it
remained a black charter type.

The Smithsonian specimens verify that Central City was the
only black charter bank that required a duplicate plate—prob-
ably because the first plate, a modified Original Series plate,
was damaged. The duplicate territorial plate was identical to
its predecessor except: (1) the plate letters were incremented to
E-F-G-H, and, more importantly, (2) the Continental Bank
Note Company logo was removed. This is the only black
charter plate that was manufactured by the Bureau of Engrav-
ing and Printing, and as such it became the only black charter
plate without the Continental logo.

When they finally got around to authorizing the conversion
of the E-F-G-H plate into a state plate in 1890, the only modi-
fication consisted of (1) changing the date to February 1, 1890,
and (2) changing the treasury signatures to Rosecrans-Huston.
Notice that the Continental logo had already been omitted
from the plate when it was first made. The state version carries
the most recent treasury signatures associated with the black
charter variety.

Incidentally, you might find it extremely interesting to learn
that the second territorial plate for the Central City bank was
made after statehood. Actually we can pin it down to the late
1880s, some ten years after the close of the territorial period.
We have records of fourteen Series of 1875 $5 territorial notes
from this interesting bank. They were produced from both the
A-B-C-D and E-F-G-H territorial plates. Every one of the
known notes was printed after statehood. You wonder—at the
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very least—if they had to make the E - F- G -H plate why they
didn't make a state plate. The fact is that they produced a
duplicate territorial plate and waited until after 1890 to convert
it. Clearly the Bureau did only as requested. No order arrived
from the Comptroller to convert to state issues for this bank
until 1890—it is as simple as that!

KNOWN BLACK CHARTER NOTES

The black charter variety has always been recognized as
scarce. As shown in Table 3, Hickman and I have recorded a
total of fourteen Central City, Colorado Territorials—all
printed after statehood! We are certain that a number of un-
recorded Central City territorials await rediscovery. These
notes were largely from an old hoard that was distributed years
ago. Many of the notes found their way into type collections
where they have remained hidden for at least a couple of
decades.

Table 3. Recorded Original Series and Series of 1875 black charter
notes.

Charter Location Original 1875

1830 Minneapolis, MN 1
2129 Central City, CO Terr. 14
2130 Red Oak, IA 1
2132 Green Bay, WI 2
2137 Boyertown, PA 4
2138 Rochester, NH 4
2141 Pontiac, IL 2

2 27

Surprising is the fact that the only two Original Series black
charters are represented among the twenty nine reported
specimens. This minuscule survival rate speaks directly to the
attrition of early series notes. We are certain that our totals are
incomplete, but we are also convinced that they are reasonably
representative of the relative percentages extant for the various
banks that issued them. One elusive possibility is a note from
Green Lane, Pennsylvania (2131). Hickman remembers a
reference to one in the literature, but we are unable to recover
that find. For now we are being conservative and classifying it
as an unknown type in Table 1.
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NEW SHINPLASTER ENDORSERS IN THE FIELD

On Saturday last officers Crosby and Brackett, assisted by others
of the police force, arrested two men, named Ben Monmouth, an
Englishman, and Charles Thompson—both butchers, charged with
passing bills on the "American Bank" of Dover Hill, Indiana, with
the endorsement of "W. B. Banning."

These men have a slaughter house on the Fort Snelling Road,
about three miles from the city, where they have been in the habit of
butchering cattle, the meat of which was afterwards sold in quantities
to the railroad boardinghouse keepers.

The money with the spurious endorsement they used to purchase
cattle with. The scene of their swindling operations was in Carver
county, among some of the honest rural population, whom they suc-
ceeded in inducing to part with sundry fine cattle, giving them as a
quid pro quo, this money with the spurious endorsement. Naturally
shy of rags, were those sturdy German farmers—and as country
people have not so many facilities for posting themselves up as city
residents, they were rather unwilling to take the money. The one that
did the purchasing has not yet been arrested.

Accidentally of course, at this juncture along comes two travel-
lers —the same now in jail—who, being accosted and interrogated as
to the value of the money, pronounced it as "good as gold." So the
Germans let their cattle go, receiving about $170 or $175 of the rags in
return for them.

The Germans sent a boy to help drive the cattle, but after pro-
ceeding a short distance, the travelers casually overtook the men, and
offered to help drive the cattle in for a dollar each, as they were going
that way. So the boy was sent back, and the three accomplices got off
with their cattle, no doubt chuckling over the greenness and gullibillity
(sic) of their victims.

But the laugh was on the other side of their mouth soon. The men
whom they had swindled, on going to Shakopee to make purchases,
were informed that the money was worthless. They started on foot to
St. Paul, and arriving here, presented the money to Messrs. W. L.
Banning & Co., who, of course, denied the paternity of the trash. The
Germans then visited Chief Crosby, and stated the circumstances,
when he despatched officers as above to their house to arrest the
parties. Monmouth was found hard at work carving up an ox. The
hides of the animals were identified, and the speculators arrested.

As the chief operator of the gang was not arrested, the others
were released on paying to the Germans the value of their cattle in
good money. It would have been difficult to have convicted them,
probably, but it seems too bad to turn them off without any punish-
ment for an act which all will condemn as no better than the forgery of
a draft or check, which is punished severely.—Saint Paul Daily
Minnesotian, Nov. 9, 1958.
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